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The accused was Anna Roleffes, known as Tempel Anneke. She was arrested on the charge of

witchcraft in June of 1663. She was found guilty and was executed on December 30th that same

year. Her trial was long and involved, with many witnesses from several towns and villages.

Consisting of direct translations of the trial testimony, The Trial of Tempel Anneke portrays a large

and varied cast of characters including trades people, farmers, local nobility, village drunkards, and

Tempel Anneke herself. Tempel Anneke was in several ways typical of those accused of witchcraft,

yet from the testimony she emerges as a complex and controversial figure. She was literate and

owned a few books and herbals; she prided herself on her medical and pharmaceutical knowledge

and until the final stages of the trial when her confession was extracted under torture, she was

sharp, assertive, and even witty in her responses to questioning. This English translation offers

direct archival insight into the workings of 17th century law, contemporary understandings of justice,

perceptions of natural and magical causes, and above all, the social history of the period.While

other witchcraft materials exist, this is the only text available in English that allows students to follow

a witchcraftÂ trial from beginning to end. Highly readable, this astonishing narrative is perfectly

suited to being read as a complete document. The useful additions of introduction, appendices,

glossary, and index provide readers with important background information so that they can engage

directly with the material.
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Besides the Joan of Arc and Salem trials, the trial of Tempel Anneke is the only other witchcraft trial



to be translated into English. Do you know why this is? Do you know why there is also a complete

lack of reviews for this book as of 9/27/13? That's because these witch trials should be an

embarrassment to ALL Christians. This is clear evident documentation of how delusional religious

minds of this period led to the deaths of thousands of innocent people. Tempel Anneke was just one

of those people and her trial was typical in what transpired.The Trial of Tempel Anneke edited by

Peter Morton is an excellent, well-made documentation of an authentic witchcraft trial in Brunswick,

Germany 1663. Through this book you will get to witness the questioning and torture process that

eventually led to a confession and death of an innocent woman who had been so thoroughly worn

out and beaten down that she confessed to actually making a pact with Satan. This woman, as a

product of these times, believed so strongly in religion that she accepted the fate of having to die for

her sins against Christianity. It's a truly sad account of how the power of religion was able to control

so much of these people's lives at this time.The legal faculty of the University of Jena in Germany,

formed a judgment of guilty for Tempel Anneke that would also be approved by the Higher Court

which would lead to her execution on December 30th, 1663. Here is what she was found guilty of:1.

Renouncing the costly sacrifice of Jesus Christ, the Trinity, the sacrament of Baptism, and the entire

Christian doctrine2.Swearing to be Satan's own and submitting to him3.Receiving the mark of Satan

on her body4.Learning sorcery5.Visiting the Devil's dances6.
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